
WRITING AND ASSESSING STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

Writing and Assessing Student Learning Outcomes. By the end of a program of study, what do you want students to be
able to do? How can your students.

This is an accordion element with a series of buttons that open and close related content panels. Use the
following chart to see if your outcomes follow SMART principles: CLOs should have only one verb, and only
one area of significant subject content. Handbook 1, Cognitive Domain. Levels of learning and associated
verbs may include the following: Remembering and understanding: recall, identify, label, illustrate,
summarize. Higher-level skills are those on the right half of each page. Typically, Student learning outcomes
SLOs describe the knowledge, skills, attitudes, behaviors or values students should be able to demonstrate at
the end of a program of study. Upcoming Workshops There are no upcoming events at this time. Only include
a condition of performance if that information clarifies the specific outcome students will achieve in the
course. Banta personal communication, October 20, will appreciate the benefits of exercise science. Describe
causes and consequences of nutritional problems. See more details about how to develop a course outline. In ,
Anderson, Krathwohl and colleagues revised the taxonomy. It might be possible to use words like this if the
assessment method is indicated in the SLO. Understanding at higher levels is indicated by more complex skills
in evaluation, synthesis, or the creation of new information. You might also give a survey to assess one or
more outcomes. If they do include the method of assessment, it should not be too specific â€” a given SLO for
a course should be appropriate for anyone teaching the course. Further, learning outcomes are required in
academic program approval and review , course approval , and in group instruction course syllabi. Available
through the library - login required for off-campus access. Identify key factors involved in correcting
nutritional behaviors. Banta personal communication, October 20, will appreciate exercise as a stress
reduction tool. Report on your results in TaskStream. Terms such as know, understand, learn, appreciate are
generally not specific enough to be measurable. SLOs must be assessable and should suggest or imply an
assessment. The accreditation standards require us to define student learning outcomes SLOs for each course,
program, certificate, and degree. Banta personal communication, October 20, will explain how the science of
exercise affects stress. Follow with a Statement Statement â€” The statement should describe the knowledge
and abilities to be demonstrated. By providing clear and comprehensive learning outcomes, faculty begin to
provide a transparent pathway for student success. Click on the program of your choosing to find its
designated learning outcomes. When you develop SLOs, there should be discussions between all instructors
teaching the same course. Objectives address the details in a course and are related to the specific course
content. Conditions of Performance A condition of performance identifies if students are only performing this
outcome in a specific context. A combination of methods may be used to assess student attainment of learning
outcomes.


